Odd Mom Out

Advertising executive Marta Zinsser is no
poster child for her wealthy Seattle
suburb-and nothing could please her more.
This former New Yorker wears combat
boots, not Manolos, and drives a righteous
Harley hog instead of a Mercedes SUV.
Now shes launching her own agency in this
land of the Microsoft elite, even though her
ten-year-old daughter wishes shed put on a
sweater set and just be normal. Can this
ex-urbanite remain uniquely herself
without alienating the inner circle of smug,
cookie-cutter executive wives? And when
push comes to shove, can she stop being
the proud odd mom out and take a chance
at
something
frighteningly-and
tantalizingly-new?

Odd Mom Out is an American comedy television series that premiered on June 8, 2015, on Bravo. Based on the novel
Momzillas, Odd Mom Out was created byComedy Photos. Odd Mom Out (2015) Dan Hedaya, Blythe Danner, Dave
Navarro, Michael B. Silver, Samantha Buck Add Image See all 4 photos . EditRotten: 3. Critics Consensus: Odd Mom
Out should offer laughs to its niche target . Click the link below to see what others say about Odd Mom Out: Season 1! 2 min - Uploaded by BravoJill is stuck in an overnight museum with all the children. Seriously, like all of them Watch
Find out when you can watch the next episode of Odd Mom Out on Bravo. Bravo has canceled comedy Odd Mom Out.
The series, created by and starring Jill Kargman, will not move ahead with a fourth season. - 2 min - Uploaded by
BravoBravos new scripted comedy series starring author and comedian, Jill Kargman premieres - 1 min - Uploaded by
BravoTo shocking results Watch episodes of Odd Mom Out, only on Bravo! ?? Subscribe to Bravo on - 2 min Uploaded by BravoAn actual parade. Oh, to be an Upper East Side father Watch episodes of Odd Mom Out Comedy
22min Comedy TV Series (20152017) Episode Guide. 30 episodes Odd Mom Out Poster. The fantastically
outrageous world of the uber-wealthy momzillas There will be no fourth season for Bravos Odd Mom Out.
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